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Agenda

Options strategies

Considerations

Single leg option strategy

2 legged option strategy

Common pitfalls to avoid
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Consider a Bullish Outlook

We’ll cover 2 scenarios:
• Trading a breakout
• Trading a long-term trend

Factors to consider:

• Time horizon (Theta)
• Volatility outlook (Implied 

Volatility)
• Expectations of price 

movement
• What you’re trading
• Probabilities and risk reward

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Trading a Breakout

If you have  a short time horizon, 
looking for ways to minimize capital 
or expect an increase in volatility, 
then you may want to consider….

A long call option strategy

Trader’s Tip

Allow your outlook to define 
the strategy. 
Don’t allow your strategy to 
define your outlook.  
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Long Call: Single Leg Strategy

Trader’s Tip

There are several different 
approaches that can tailor 
your trade to your risk and 
trade style. 

Read more about the long call 
strategy.

Outlook Bullish

Construction Buying a call

Max Gain Unlimited

Max Loss Call premium paid

Breakeven @ 
expiration

Strike price + Call premium paid
News & Research > Learning 
Center > Options Strategy Guide

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.

https://www.fidelity.com/learning-center/investment-products/options/options-strategy-guide/longcall-cashbacked
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Placing the Trade

Trader’s Tip

Account can be selected to pre-fill trade ticket when selected 
under settings. 

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Long Call Considerations

• Timeframe of breakout
• Time decay
• In-the-money (ITM) 
• Out-of-the-money (OTM) 
• Implied volatility

Trader’s Tip

Delta is used to measure the 
equivalent long/short share 
exposure.

Manage your trade:
• Leave alone
• Close out
• Roll out

Delta 71.443   Gamma .0723   Theta -3.687   Vega 58.383
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Trading a Long-Term Trend

If you have  a longer term horizon, 
looking for ways to minimize capital 
at risk, or concerned with a higher 
probability trade, then you may want 
to consider…

A bull call spread option strategy

Trader’s Tip

Spread trades are slower to 
reach max gain/loss when 
compared to a single leg 
strategy.
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Bull Call Spread: 2 Legged Strategy

Trader’s Tip

Traders will typically buy the 
lower strike ITM and sell 
higher strike OTM. 

Read more about the bull call 
spread strategy.

Outlook Bullish

Construction Buying a lower strike call and selling 
a higher strike call

Max Gain Difference between the strikes –
premium paid

Max Loss Premium paid

Breakeven @ 
expiration

Lower strike price + Premium paid

News & Research > Learning 
Center > Options Strategy Guide

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.

https://www.fidelity.com/learning-center/investment-products/options/options-strategy-guide/bull-call-spread
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Placing the Trade

Trader’s Tip

Mid-point price is what many traders will try to achieve. 

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Bull Call Spread Considerations

• Provide sufficient time to allow trade to 
develop

• Willing to cap gains to offset option 
centric risks

• Spreads need time to work towards max 
gain

• Max loss is less compared to outright 
long call

Trader’s Tip

Spreads help offset IV impacts 
and time decay.

Manage your trade:
• Leave alone
• Close out
• Roll out

Delta 18.73   Gamma .0009  Theta -.535  Vega 4.304
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Selling the additional leg to 
stop losses on the long leg 

Using the same strategy 
because it worked before 

Common 
Pitfalls

No exit strategy needed
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Key Takeaways

• Key factors to analyze include: time horizon, outlook on IV, price move 
expectancy, reason for trade, and risk/reward balance

• Single and 2 legged option strategies should be considered for different 
reasons, know the tradeoffs of using one over the other

• Use an option strategy that gives you a risk/reward balance that matches what 
you’re looking to trade

• Take advantage of the options tools we provide to help analyze these factors 
and make confident trading decisions
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Use the Fidelity Learning Center at home to…

Options Strategy 
Guide

Read articles

Watch videos

Attend seminars and 
webinars

Discover new strategies 
based on outlook, potential 

profit, and risk

Register for a local seminar or attend  
monthly webinars on Fidelity.com 

www.fidelity.com/learning-center

How-to-videos show you the tools in 
Active Trader Pro® - for example,  

Option Chain and Option Statistics

Learn about strategies and 
trading tips

http://fidelitycentral.fmr.com/
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Next Steps

 Download Active Trader Pro®

 Attend a coaching session 

 Register for an options educational 
event

fidelity.com/ATP

fidelity.com/coaching

fidelity.com/optionevents
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How Fidelity 
Can Help

Better understand how to use our 
options research and trading tools

Further utilize the Active Trader Pro® 
trading platform

Create a more effective, overall 
trading strategy

Call the Active Trader 
Strategy Desk 877.907.4429
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Legal Disclosures

Options trading entails significant risk and is not appropriate for all investors. Certain complex options strategies carry additional risk. 
Before trading options, contact Fidelity Investments by calling 800-544-5115 to receive a copy of Characteristics and Risks of 
Standardized Options. Supporting documentation for any claims, if applicable, will be furnished upon request.

Greeks are mathematical calculations used to determine the effect of various factors on options.

Any screenshots, charts, or company trading symbols mentioned, are provided for illustrative purposes only and should not be considered
an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation for the security.

There are additional costs associated with option strategies that call for multiple purchases and sales of options, such as spreads, straddles, and collars, as 
compared with a single option trade.

Investing involves risk, including risk of loss.

Fidelity Brokerage Services, Member NYSE, SIPC, 900 Salem Street, Smithfield, RI 02917. 
2019 FMR LLC. All rights reserved.
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